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Abstract

Magnetic Resonance Imaging can produce detailed im-
ages of the anatomy and physiology of the human body that
can assist doctors in diagnosing and treating pathologies
such as tumours. However, MRI suffers from very long ac-
quisition times that make it susceptible to patient motion
artifacts and limit its potential to deliver dynamic treat-
ments. Conventional approaches such as Parallel Imag-
ing and Compressed Sensing allow for an increase in MRI
acquisition speed by reconstructing MR images from sub-
sampled MRI data acquired using multiple receiver coils.
Recent advancements in Deep Learning combined with Par-
allel Imaging and Compressed Sensing techniques have
the potential to produce high-fidelity reconstructions from
highly accelerated MRI data. In this work we present
a novel Deep Learning-based Inverse Problem solver ap-
plied to the task of Accelerated MRI Reconstruction, called
the Recurrent Variational Network (RecurrentVarNet), by
exploiting the properties of Convolutional Recurrent Neu-
ral Networks and unrolled algorithms for solving Inverse
Problems. The RecurrentVarNet consists of multiple recur-
rent blocks, each responsible for one iteration of the un-
rolled variational optimization scheme for solving the in-
verse problem of multi-coil Accelerated MRI Reconstruc-
tion. Contrary to traditional approaches, the optimization
steps are performed in the observation domain (k-space)
instead of the image domain. Each block of the Recur-
rentVarNet refines the observed k-space and comprises a
data consistency term and a recurrent unit which takes
as input a learned hidden state and the prediction of the
previous block. Our proposed method achieves new state
of the art qualitative and quantitative reconstruction re-
sults on 5-fold and 10-fold accelerated data from a pub-
lic multi-coil brain dataset, outperforming previous conven-
tional and deep learning-based approaches. Our code is
publicly available at https://github.com/NKI-AI/direct.

Figure 1. Overview of our proposed framework, Recurrent Varia-
tional Network (RecurrentVarNet), applied to the task of multi-
coil Accelerated MRI Reconstruction. Our model takes as input
sub-sampled MRI data from multiple coils which are refined fol-
lowing an iterative gradient descent-like optimization scheme of
T time-steps in the k-space, and outputs an estimate of the ground
truth reconstructed image.

1. Introduction
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is one of the most

vastly used imaging modalities in medicine. Since MRI al-
lows for production of highly detailed anatomical images
of the human body, it is often employed for disease de-
tection, prognosis, and treatment monitoring and guidance.
The facts that MRI is non-invasive and that it does not in-
volve exposure to ionizing radiation have played a pivotal
role in making it a popular imaging technique.

However, MRI is still bounded by very lengthy acqui-
sition times induced by the fact that the MRI scanner reads
data in the frequency domain (k-space) sequentially in time.
This usually causes patient discomfort and motion artifacts,
and it also limits its use for delivery of dynamic treatments
such as image-guided radiotherapy. Therefore, reducing
the scanning time in MRI, often referred to as accelerat-
ing MRI [42], not only could assist in reducing medical
costs and patients’ distress, but could also make dynamic
treatments feasible. Conventional approaches for acceler-
ating MRI include Parallel Imaging (PI) [16, 21, 29], Com-
pressed Sensing (CS) [6, 20], and the combination of these
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two methods (PI-CS) [26].
In contrast to traditional MRI acquisitions, in PI multi-

ple, instead of one, radio-frequency receiver coils are em-
ployed to simultaneously obtain reduced sets of measure-
ments to shorten the acquisition time. Coil sensitivity maps
are required to be known since each coil is sensitive to a
different part of the volume according to its position. Clas-
sical approaches for estimating these coil sensitivity maps
include E-SPIRiT [38], SENSE [23,30], GRAPPA [10], and
SMASH [34].

Besides PI, CS techniques aim in accelerating the MRI
acquisition by sub-sampling the k-space, that is, acquiring
sparse or partial raw k-space measurements. Unfortunately,
this is accompanied by a degradation of image quality,
known as aliasing artifacts, which include low-resolution
images, blurring, or in-folding artifacts [24]. This is at-
tributed to the fact that this violates the Nyquist-Shannon
sampling criterion [9,33]. In CS, an acceleration factorR is
chosen which determines the magnitude of the acceleration,
and is referred to as R-fold acceleration. R is calculated as
the ratio of the number of k-space measurements needed for
a full scan over the number of the acquired measurements.

Recent advancements in Deep Learning (DL) and specif-
ically in Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), have led
to their application in many fields including solving inverse
problems arising in imaging, such as Accelerated MRI Re-
construction tasks. Combined with PI-CS, DL-based meth-
ods can outperform conventional PI and CS approaches by
producing reconstructed MR images with less artifacts [4].
Additionally, in 2018-19 the fastMRI [25, 42] and Calgary-
Campinas [3] challenges, have provided the MRI commu-
nity with publicly available raw MRI data enabling the de-
velopment of multiple DL state of the art baselines for pro-
ducing faithful reconstructed images from sub-sampled k-
space measurements [7, 13, 22, 32, 37].

Motivated by the need to accelerate the MRI acquisi-
tion even further, in this work we propose a novel CNN
and recurrent-based DL inverse problem solver inspired by
the Variational Network [11] and the Recurrent Inference
Machine [31] approaches which we apply on the task of re-
constructing images from accelerated MRI data. We call
our proposed method the Recurrent Variational Network.

Contributions.

• We propose the Recurrent Variational Network, a novel
Deep Learning architecture for solving imaging inverse
problems. We applied our method to the multi-coil ac-
celerated MRI reconstruction task.

• We are the first to present a recurrent-based DL imaging
inverse problem solver that performs iterative optimiza-
tion in the measurements (k-space) domain.

• Our quantitative and qualitative experiments demonstrate
that our model achieved state of the art results on the

Calgary-Campinas public brain dataset outperforming
current baselines.

2. Background and Related work
2.1. MRI Acquisition

In clinical settings, the acquisition of MRI measurements
by the MR scanner, also known as k-space, is performed
in the frequency or Fourier domain. Let n = nx × ny
denote the spatial size of the data. In the case of single-
coil acquisition, the equation between the underlying spatial
ground truth image x ∈ Cn and the k-space y ∈ Cn is
given by

y = F(x) + e, (1)

where F denotes the two-dimensional Fourier transform
and e ∈ Cn denotes some measurement noise, usually as-
sumed additive and normally distributed.

2.2. Accelerated MRI Acquisition

In Parallel Imaging, multiple (nc) receiver coils are
placed around the subject to speed up the acquisition. The
acquired measurements y = {yk}nc

k=1 in the case of multi-
coil acquisition can be described as

yk = F(Skx) + ek, k = 1, 2, ..., nc, (2)

where ek denotes measurement noise from the k-th coil and
Sk ∈ Cn×n is called the sensitivity map of the k-th coil.
The sensitivity maps encode the spatial sensitivity of their
respective coil and they can be expressed with diagonal ma-
trices. They are usually normalized such that

nc∑
k=1

Sk
∗
Sk = In. (3)

To accelerate the MRI acquisition, in CS settings the k-
space is sub-sampled. The sub-sampled k-space measure-
ments can be defined in terms of the fully-sampled k-space
measurements as follows:

ỹk = Uyk = UF(Skx) + ẽk, k = 1, 2, ..., nc (4)

where U ∈ {0, 1}n is a sub-sampling mask operator and is
dependent on the acceleration factor R. Note that the same
sub-sampling mask is applied to each coil data.

Sensitivity maps can be estimated by fully-sampling the
center region of the k-space. This is known in the liter-
ature as the auto-calibration signal (ACS) which includes
the low-frequency samples. We denote as UACS the ACS
operator which takes as input k-space data and outputs the
auto-calibration signal. An estimate for the sensitivity map
of the k-th coil can be obtained as

S̃k = F−1(UACSỹ
k)�RSS

({
F−1(UACSỹ

l)
}nc

l=1

)
, (5)
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where� denotes the element-wise (Hadamard) division and
RSS : Cn×nc → Rn the root-sum-of-squares operator [17]
defined as

RSS(x1 ..., xnc) =

( nc∑
k=1

|xk|2
)1/2

. (6)

Note that U(y) = UACS(y) for the samples of the ACS
region.

2.3. Accelerated MRI Reconstruction as an Inverse
Problem

Reconstructing MR images from sub-sampled data is
an inverse problem with (4) posing as the forward model.
Since (4) is ill-posed [19], an explicit solution for the im-
age x is hard to obtain. In general, (4) can be treated as a
variational optimization problem [11, 14], that is, solving

x̂ = arg min
z∈Cn

nc∑
k=1

L
(
UF(Skz), ỹk

)
+ λ C(z) (7)

where L : Cn×nc × Cn×nc → R+ and C : Cn → R denote
convex data fidelity and regularization functionals, respec-
tively, and λ > 0 the regularization parameter.

By defining an expand operator E : Cn × Cn×nc →
Cn×nc that takes as input an image and outputs the indi-
vidual coil images and a reduce operator R : Cn×nc ×
Cn×nc → Cn that combines the individual coil images into
one image as

E(z) = (S1z, ..., Sncz) = (z1, ..., znc)

R(z1, ..., znc) =

nc∑
k=1

Sk
∗
zk,

(8)

we can define as the linear forward operator of multi-coil
accelerated MRI reconstruction A : Cn → Cn×nc and its
adjoint (backward) operator A∗ : Cn×nc → Cn as compo-
sition of operators:

A = U ◦ F ◦ E , A∗ = R ◦ F−1 ◦ U, (9)

where F , F−1 and U are applied element-wise.
Let ỹ = (ỹ1, ..., ỹnc), then, we can define (7) in a more

compact notation:

x̂ = arg min
z∈Cn

L
(
A(z), ỹ

)
+ λ C(z). (10)

Note that the operators E and R take also as inputs the coil
sensitivity maps which we omit to save space.

In this work we solve a regularised least-squares varia-
tional problem, that is, replacing L in (10) with the squared
L2-norm:

x̂ = arg min
z∈Cn

1

2
||A(z) − ỹ||22 + λ C(z). (11)

An approximate solution to (11) can be acquired by un-
rolling a gradient descent scheme [11] solved over T iter-
ations

zt+1 = zt − αt+1

(
A∗
(
A(zt) − ỹ

)
+ λ∇C(zt)

)
(12)

where t = 0, 1, ..., T − 1, and αt+1 > 0 is the step-size
at iteration t and z0 is a suitable initial guess.

2.4. Deep Accelerated MRI Reconstruction

With the advent of the involvement of Deep Learning in
accelerated MRI reconstruction tasks, a plethora of algo-
rithms have been deployed with some reaching state of the
art performance [3, 25]. These methods can be divided into
three sub-groups:

• Image domain-learning models which operate exclu-
sively in the image domain [11, 13, 22, 42].

• k-space domain-learning models which operate exclu-
sively in the k-space domain [2, 15, 43].

• Hybrid (image and k-space) domain-learning models
which alternate between image and k-space domains
[1, 7, 32, 35, 37].

In this paper we base our work on two approaches: the
End-to-End Variational Network (E2EVarNet) [37] and the
Recurrent Inference Machine (RIM) [22, 31]. The former
is a hybrid domain-learning model which builds upon Vari-
ational Networks [11] by using a CNN-based neural net-
work in the image domain to perform an iterative optimiza-
tion scheme in the k-space domain by adapting (11). The
latter, is an image domain-learning model that solves (11)
by treating it as a maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estima-
tion problem [14]. By employing a sequence of alternat-
ing CNNs and Convolutional Gated Recurrent Units (Con-
vGRUs), RIM learns to predict an incremental update after
each iteration using as inputs the previous image predic-
tion, a hidden state, and the gradient of the negative log-
likelihood distribution.

In Sec. 3 we extensively describe the architecture of our
proposed method which is a hybrid domain-learning model,
as it performs optimization in the measurements (k-space)
domain using a recurrent CNN-based network which, how-
ever, operates in the image domain.

3. Method
In this work we introduce the Recurrent Variational Net-

work (RecurrentVarNet), which is an end-to-end inverse
problem solver framework that performs a gradient descent-
like optimization in the measurements domain using convo-
lutional recurrent neural networks. In this paper we partic-
ularized RecurrentVarNet to the task of Accelerated MRI
Reconstruction following the next steps:
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First, we replaced the need of explicitly defining a regular-
ization term C in (11) and computing its gradient in (12)
with a CNN-based image-refinement model Gθt+1

at each
layer t = 0, 1, ..., T − 1:

zt+1 = zt − αt+1A∗
(
A(zt) − ỹ

)
+ Gθt+1(zt). (13)

Next, to perform optimization in the k-space, we applied
the operator F ◦ E on both sides of (13):

yt+1 = yt − αt+1 U
(
yt − ỹ

)
+F ◦ E

(
Gθt+1

(
R ◦ F−1(yt)

))
,

(14)

where yt = (y1
t , ..., y

nc
t ) := F ◦ E(zt). Note that for

the conversion of (13) into (14) we used the facts

F ◦ E ◦ R ◦ F−1 = 1Cn×nc , U ◦ U = U.

Lastly, we replaced the image-refinement model Gθt with
a recurrent unit in every layer, which we further describe in
the rest of this Section.

3.1. Recurrent Variational Networks

The RecurrentVarNet takes as input a multi-coil sub-
sampled k-space ỹ and outputs a reconstructed prediction of
the ground truth image. It consists of the main block, Recur-
rent Variational Network Block (RecurrentVarNet Block), a
Sensitivity Estimation and Refinement (SER) module, and
a Recurrent State Initializer (RSI) module. The Recurrent-
VarNet Blocks produce intermediate k-space refinements of
ỹ following an unrolled iterative scheme of T time-steps.
The SER module estimates and refines (during training) the
sensitivity map of each coil and the RSI module produces
an initialization of the hidden or internal state of the first
RecurrentVarNet Block. The above will be further defined
in Sections 3.2, 3.4 and 3.3, respectively.

Note that our model uses as an initial guess of the k-
space the sub-sampled k-space measurements y0 = ỹ. In
Fig. 2 we provide a comprehensive illustration of the archi-
tecture of our RecurrentVarNet.

3.2. Recurrent Variational Network Block

In this Section we formally introduce the main block
of our proposed method: the Recurrent Variational Net-
work Block. Following (14) we replaced Gθt with a Re-
current Unit Hθt . The iterative optimization scheme of the
RecurrentVarNet performed by the RecurrentVarNet Block
(Fig. 2(d)) has the following form

wt, ht+1 = Hθt+1

(
R ◦ F−1

(
yt
)
, ht

)
yt+1 = yt − αt+1 U

(
yt − ỹ

)
+ F ◦ E

(
wt

)
.

(15)

Equation 15 comprises a data consistency term and a k-
space refinement term. The latter projects the intermediate

k-space prediction onto the image domain which in turn is
fed to Hθt , whose output is projected back to the measure-
ments domain, making RecurrentVarNet a hybrid domain-
learning model.

Contrary to other CNN-based architectures and similarly
to recurrent neural networks, at each time-step t of the un-
rolled optimization scheme our recurrent unitHθt takes ad-
ditionally as input a hidden state ht−1 that stores the se-
quence information up to time-step t − 1 and outputs the
next ht = (h1

t , ..., h
nl
t ). The initial hidden state h0 is

produced by the learned RSI unit (introduced in Sec. 3.3).
As depicted in Fig. 2(e), the recurrent unit Hθt of Re-

currentVarNet Block consists of a two-dimensional 5 × 5
convolution (Conv5 × 5), followed by a sequence of nl
alternating layers of two-dimensional 3 × 3 convolutions
(Conv3 × 3) and ConvGRUs [5]. A ReLU activation func-
tion is applied after each convolution except the last. At
each time-step t, each ConvGRU at a layer i = 1, ..., nl
uses hit−1 as an internal state produced from the correspond-
ing layer i of the previous time-step and outputs hit for the
next time-step. In addition, for each block a trainable pa-
rameter posing as the step size αt = αθt at each iteration
is learned which is initialized as 1.0.

3.3. Recurrent State Initializer

Each RecurrentVarNet Block is fed with the previous in-
ternal state and outputs the next. In our framework we em-
ployed a Recurrent State Initializer (RSI) that learns to ini-
tialize the hidden state h0 inputted in the first RecurrentVar-
Net Block based on the sub-sampled input y0 = ỹ. As an
input to the RSI module we used a SENSE reconstruction

R ◦ F−1(y0) =

nc∑
k=1

Sk
∗F−1(yk0). (16)

As an alternative to (16), a zero-filled root-sum-of-squares
reconstruction can be used

RSS ◦F−1(y0) = RSS
(
F−1(y1

0), ..., F−1(ync
0 )
)
, (17)

but our experiments have shown superior performance
when using the SENSE input.

Our Recurrent State Initializer was inspired by the works
in [41] and it incorporates a sequence of four layers of a
replication padding (ReplicationPadding) module [18] of
size p followed by a two-dimensional 3 × 3 dilated con-
volution with p dilations and nd filters. Subsequently, the
output is fed into nl two-dimensional 1 × 1 convolutions
followed by a ReLU activation to produce the initial hidden
state h0 = (h1

0, ..., h
nl
0 ). Figure 2(c) provides an illustra-

tion of RSI’s architecture.

3.4. Sensitivity Estimation - Refinement

For highly sub-sampled data using only the auto-
calibration method as described by (5) fails to produce ac-
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Figure 2. (a) Diagram of the end-to-end training pipeline of our proposed Recurrent Variational Network. During training the fully
sampled multi-coil k-space data y are sub-sampled into ỹ and fed to the model which iteratively refines ỹ over T time-steps. The final k-
space prediction is projected onto the image domain and reconstructed into the output via the RSS operator. (b) The Sensitivity Estimation
- Refinement (SER) module estimates and refines the coil sensitivity maps. (c) The Recurrent State Initializer (RSI) outputs the hidden
state for the first RecurrentVarNet Block based on the SENSE reconstruction of the sub-sampled data. (d) The RecurrentVarNet Block is
the main block of the RecurrentVarNet. Each block at iteration t is fed intermediate quantities of the hidden state and the predicted k-space
which it refines. (e) The Recurrent Unit of the RecurrentVarNet Block. It is consisted of alternating convolutions and ConvGRUs.

curate estimations of the coil sensitivity maps. For that rea-
son, to estimate and refine the sensitivity map of each coil
the RecurrentVarNet employs a Sensitivity Estimation - Re-
finement (SER) module which is jointly trained with the rest
of the blocks of the model. Specifically, SER takes as input
the sub-sampled k-space ỹ and estimates an initial approx-
imation of the sensitivity maps as in (5). Afterwards, this
initial approximation is fed into a U-Net (denoted as Sθs )

which refines the sensitivity maps even further:

Sk = Sθs(S̃k). (18)

An overview of the SER module is depicted by Fig. 2(b).
Our U-Net implementation uses leaky-ReLU as activation
instead of ReLU and performs instance normalization after
each convolution.
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3.5. Training Loss Function

As aforementioned, our proposed model is fed with the
sub-sampled k-space ỹ as input and outputs at the last it-
eration a prediction yT of the fully sampled k-space. For
the reference or ground truth image we utilized the RSS re-
construction using the fully sampled measurements y cal-
culated as x̄ = RSS ◦ F−1(y).

Our model is trained end-to-end. As a training loss func-
tion we employed a custom-made function L̃ as the sum of
the L1 loss and a loss derived from the Structural Similarity
Index Measure (SSIM) metric [39], denoted as LSSIM. The
loss was calculated as follows:

L̃(x̄, xT ) = w1L1(x̄, xT ) + w2 LSSIM(x̄, xT )

= w1||x̄ − xT ||1 + w2(1− SSIM(x̄, xT ))
(19)

where
xT = RSS ◦ F−1(yT ), (20)

and 0 ≤ w1, w2 ≤ 1 are multiplying factors.

4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation

4.1.1 RecurrentVarNet Implementation

To avoid problems occurring from holomorphic differenti-
ation of complex-valued data, we converted all complex-
valued data to real-valued by concatenating the real and
imaginary parts into the channels (= 2) dimensions. For
instance, the masked k-space had the following form:

ỹ =
(
Re(ỹ), Im(ỹ)

)
∈ R2×n×nc .

Similarly, all operators and models operated in the real-
valued domain. For instance,

A : R2×n → R2×n×nc , A∗ : R2×n×nc → R2×n.

With the above modification, our model works with multi-
coil k-space data of arbitrary number of coils. Therefore,
there is no need for prerequisite knowledge of the type of
the MRI scanner.

Our model was implemented using PyTorch [27]. Our
code and models including all state of the art baselines are
available under the Apache 2.0 licence in our Deep Im-
age Reconstruction Toolkit (DIRECT) [40]. For our exper-
iments we used T = 8 optimization steps (and Recurrent-
VarNet Blocks) and chose 128 channels for the size of the
hidden state. Also, we set nl = 4 for the recurrent unit of
RecurrentVarNet Block. For the RSI module as the values
of p and nd in each of the four layers we used (1, 1, 2, 4)
dilations and (32, 32, 64, 64) filters, respectively, and used
convolutions with 128 filters in the output layer. For Sθs
in the SER module we employed a U-Net with four scales

with 8, 16, 32 and 64 number of filters for the convolutions,
zero dropout probability, and 0.2 negative slope coefficient
for the leaky-ReLU activation.

4.1.2 Dataset

Figure 3. Reconstructed slices with the RSS method of fully-
sampled brain slices from the Calgary-Campinas brain dataset.

For our experiments we utilized the public Calgary-
Campinas dataset [36] which was released as part of
the Multi-Coil MRI (MC-MRI) Reconstruction Challenge
[3]. The dataset contains three-dimensional volumes of
raw fully-sampled k-space measurements which are T1-
weighted, gradient-recalled echo, 1 mm isotropic sagittal,
acquired on 1.5T or 3T MRI scanners.

We employed only the provided training (47 volumes,
7332 axial slices) and validation (20 volumes, 3120 ax-
ial slices) sets of the dataset (fully-sampled test set is not
yet publicly available) which amounted to 67 volumes of
nc = 12 multi-coil data. We split the validation set in half
to create a new validation set (10 volumes of 1560 axial
slices) and a test set (10 volumes of 1560 axial slices). Re-
constructed images have 218× 170/180 pixels. Some in-
stances of reconstructed slices are illustrated in Fig. 3.

4.1.3 Sub-sampling

We retrospectively sub-sampled the fully-sampled data set-
ting as acceleration factors R = 5 and R = 10 and us-
ing sub-sampling masks provided by the Calgary-Campinas
MC-MRI Reconstruction Challenge.

Figure 4. Sub-
sampling mask

Figure 4 depicts an example of a sub-
sampling mask used. During training,
data were arbitrarily 5-fold or 10-fold sub-
sampled, and for evaluation and testing, data
were both 5 and 10-fold sub-sampled.

4.1.4 Training Details

Our model was optimized using the Adam optimizer with
parameters β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and ε = 1e− 8 with a
batch size of 4 two-dimensional slices for 63000 iterations
which amounted to approximately 270 epochs. A warm-up
schedule [8] was used to linearly increase the learning rate
to 0.0005 over 1000 warm-up iterations. The learning rate
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Acceleration Factor Model Metrics
SSIM ↑ pSNR ↑ NMSE ↓

R = 5

Zero-Filled 0.7371 25.27 0.0401
U-Net 0.8682 29.25 0.0210

E2EVarNet 0.9073 32.62 0.0086
XPDNet 0.9325 34.80 0.0051

RIM 0.9381 35.61 0.0042
RecurrentVarNet 0.9418 36.02 0.0038

R = 10

Zero-Filled 0.6905 24.35 0.0527
U-Net 0.8177 27.23 0.0308

E2EVarNet 0.8610 29.85 0.0158
XPDNet 0.8949 31.76 0.0105

RIM 0.9047 32.52 0.0089
RecurrentVarNet 0.9073 32.71 0.0085

Table 1. Quantitative evaluation using three evaluation metrics for
two acceleration factors R = 5, 10.

was decayed by a factor of 0.2 every 20000 training iter-
ations. For the training we employed eight NVIDIA RTX
A6000 GPUs.

For the training loss function we set both multiplying
factors to w1, w2 = 1.0. The total number of trainable pa-
rameters for our model with the choice of hyper-parameters
as described in Sec. 4.1.1 amounted to approximately 7400k
parameters.

4.1.5 Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the quality of the reconstructions we employed
three commonly used in image reconstruction assessment
metrics: the SSIM metric, the peak signal-to-noise ra-
tio (pSNR) [12], and the normalized mean squared error
(NMSE) [28]. The metrics were computed using the ref-
erence RSS reconstructions of the fully-sampled data and
the predicted RSS reconstructions.

4.2. Experimental Results

4.2.1 Comparisons

To evaluate the performance of our proposed model we
made comparisons against reconstructions output from the
following models:

• A U-Net with four scales consisted of 64, 128, 256, and
512 convolution filters respectively.

• An End-to-End Variational Network with the same
choice of hyper-parameters as in the published work [37].

• An XPDNet [32] with 10 iterations, 5 primal and 5 dual
layers and U-Nets for the primal and dual models.

• A Recurrent Inference Machine with 16 time-steps and
128 features [22].

All models were trained on the training set by arbitrarily
setting R to 5 or 10, and were optimized in similar fash-
ion to Sec. 4.1.4. Additionally, all models were trained
jointly with a U-Net that estimated and refined the sensi-
tivity maps with the same choice of hyper-parameters as

our SER module. We also compared RecurrentVarNet’s re-
constructions against Zero-Filled reconstructions (we used
RSS ◦ F−1(ỹ)). In the following paragraphs we provide
quantitative and qualitative results and comparisons.

Quantitative Results.
In Tab. 1 are presented the quantitative results of our ex-

periments for both acceleration factors and are reported the
average evaluation metrics obtained on the test set. To ob-
tain these results we used the best-performing checkpointed
model according to the validation results on the SSIM met-
ric. Compared against the other methods, RecurrentVarNet
marked the highest average SSIM and pSNR metrics, as
well as the lowest average NMSE metric, highlighting its
superior performance.

Qualitative Results.
To asses the quality of the RecurrentVarNet’s recon-

structions we visualized in Fig. 5 two reconstructed sam-
ples with the RSS method from the test set which were
5-fold sub-sampled. For comparisons, we also visualized
the ground truth images, the images reconstructed from the
sub-sampled data (Zero-Filled), and the trained models U-
Net, E2EVarNet, XPDNet, and RIM. In contrast with the
rest of the reconstructions, our method produced images
that matched the ground truth images better as shown by
the zoomed-in regions of interest in Fig. 5. Visualizations
for R = 10 can be found in the Supplementary Material.

4.2.2 Ablation Study

Acceleration Factor RecurrentVarNet Metrics
SSIM ↑ pSNR ↑ NMSE ↓

R = 5

No SER module 0.9374 35.52 0.0043
Shared weights 0.9386 35.66 0.0041
No RSI module 0.9411 35.93 0.0039

T = 11, nl = 3 0.9417 35.99 0.0037
Original 0.9418 36.02 0.0038

R = 10

No SER module 0.8960 32.04 0.0099
Shared weights 0.9017 32.37 0.0092
No RSI module 0.9071 32.69 0.0085

T = 11, nl = 3 0.9093 32.83 0.0082
Original 0.9073 32.71 0.0084

Table 2. Ablation Study of RecurrentVarNet: Quantitative results
of 5-fold and 10-fold accelerated reconstructions using four dis-
tinct implementations of the RecurrentVarNet.

To investigate the performance of our RecurrentVarNet
even further, we compared the original implementation with
different choices of hyper-parameters. More specifically,
we compared it against four distinct cases:

• A RecurrentVarNet without a SER module. In this case,
the sensitivity maps were estimated as in (5) with no re-
finement performed.

• A RecurrentVarNet without a RSI module. The hidden
state was initialized as a vector of zeros.
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Figure 5. Reconstructed slices from the test set along with zoomed-in regions of interest using an acceleration factor of R = 5.
(a) Ground Truth, (b) Zero-filled reconstruction, (c) U-Net, (d) End-to-End Variational Network, (e) XPDNet, (f) Recurrent Inference
Machine, (g) Ours: Recurrent Variational Network.

• A RecurrentVarNet with the same number of Recurrent-
VarNet Blocks, but with shared weights for the Recurrent
Unit that is,Hθt = Hθ for all t = 1, ..., T .

• A RecurrentVarNet with higher number of RecurrentVar-
Net Blocks (T = 11) and less layers in the Recurrent
Unit (nl = 3).

For the ablation study due to space limitation we chose to
present here only the quantitative comparisons of the origi-
nal implementation with the four modifications, and we in-
clude the qualitative comparisons in the Supplementary Ma-
terial. Similarly to Sec. 4.2.1, we utilized the best model
checkpoints to acquire the evaluation metrics. In Tab. 2
we report the average SSIM, pSNR and NMSE metrics ac-
quired from the reconstructions of the 5-fold and 10-fold
accelerated test set.

In general, our original model exhibited superior perfor-
mance for both acceleration factors, therefore, our original
implementation is well-justified. It should be noted that the
RecurrentVarNet with the choice of T = 11 and nl = 3
performed slightly better in the case of R = 10, which can

be attributed to the fact that more optimization steps were
used. However, our original architecture was the model of
choice since the model with T = 11 and nl = 3 required
more memory during training due to its need to accumulate
more gradients in memory to perform the back-propagation
when computing the loss function.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we have proposed a novel deep learning
image inverse problem solver architecture, the Recurrent
Variational Network, which we particularized to the task
of reconstructing MR images from accelerated multi-coil
k-space measurements. The quantitative and qualitative re-
sults of our experiments have demonstrated that the Recur-
rentVarNet outperformed state of the art approaches, which
can be attributed to its hybrid nature, since its main block
performs iterative optimization in the k-space domain using
a recurrent unit operating in the image domain.
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